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Abstract 
This project offers an introduction to the Japanese art auction market, analysis 

into insights for auction house specialization and segmentation, insights on the top 100 

artists in terms of median hammer prices (unfiltered and filtered with at least ten works 

sold) and volume, the prominence of Avant-Garde artists in the Japanese art auction 

market from the years 2008 to 2017, and a new provenance model initiated through 

digital images in artist analysis. The goal of the project is to draw a general scope of 

view on Japanese art auction market through data visualization, as well as to offer 

rudimentary digital models for novel methodologies to approach art market research.  

Japanese art auction houses have history back to the 1970s. In this project, six 

different auction houses were examined (Shinwa, Est-Ouest, Mainichi, SBI Art, The 

Mallet, and The Market).  This range of auction houses reflects the segmentation in the 

Japanese art auction market, with Shinwa dominating the upper-end of sales, and 

Mainichi the lower-end. After analyzing the top 100 artists sorted by hammer price, 

median hammer price and volume and looking at sample works, it is concluded that the 

Japanese buyers favor relatively cheap art by Japanese artists whose styles are 

reminiscent of more expensive Western artists. Among the top 100 by hammer price and 

median hammer price, many artists belong to the Avant-Garde movement, suggesting 
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that the Japanese art auction market has a strong preference towards Avant-Garde 

artists. 

It is generally considered that the art market is too complicated to be explained 

within a specific digital framework as there are too many social variables that are too 

difficult to recognize, yet it is still possible to address questions of market performances 

and characteristics, with sales prices as the primary information indicating values and 

relative scarcities. Also, by creating data matrices for pre-set art movements, historical 

periods and specific artists, the distinct roles that a movement or an artist played can be 

drawn into the big picture of the contemporary Japanese art market. 
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1. 1Introduction 
Japanese art auction houses have history back to the 1970s. In this project, six 

different auction houses were examined (Shinwa, Est-Ouest, Mainichi, SBI Art, The 

Mallet, and The Market).  This range of auction houses reflects the segmentation in the 

Japanese art auction market, with Shinwa dominating the upper-end of sales, and 

Mainichi the lower-end. After analyzing the top 100 artists sorted by hammer price, 

median hammer price and volume and looking at sample works, it is concluded that the 

Japanese buyers favor relatively cheap art by Japanese artists whose styles are 

reminiscent of more expensive Western artists. Among the top 100 by hammer price and 

median hammer price, many artists belong to the Avant-Garde movement, suggesting 

that the Japanese art auction market has a strong preference towards Avant-Garde 

artists. Also, a geographical provenance was generated through digital images and data 

visualizations on selected artist Foujita Tsuguharu, whose trans-continental 

characteristic marked the existence of a global market on the Japanese artist. 

1.1 20th Century and Early 21st Century 

Japan’s art scene comes from unique roots. In the mid-20th century, Japanese 

newspapers and department stores used their ability to publicize information to the 

                                                      

1 Hereby I would like to acknowledge that The Auction House and Top-tier Analysis sections are performed 
collaboratively with Pinyi Zhu and John Desan, under the instruction of Professor Hans van Miegroet and 
the teaching assistants Fiene Leunissen and Kaylee Alexander. 
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masses to expand the arts and culture among the middle class. These institutions did so 

to “foster brand promotion or marketing strategies [but] they greatly contributed to 

broadening the base of the demand for artworks” nevertheless.2  

In the 1980s, Japan reached its peak economic strength as the strongest global 

economy and the Japanese brought art auction prices to record highs; this was also the 

time that art began to be viewed as an investment in Japan.3 The Japanese were 

particularly so fond of buying Impressionist and Modern Art works that “art experts 

marveled at the frenzied Japanese buying [them].”4 Japanese buyers set records for the 

most expensive painting purchased at auction when a buyer bought van Gogh’s 

“Sunflowers” for $39.9 million in March 1987. The record was set again by a different 

Japanese buyer in November 1987 with the purchasing of van Gogh’s “Irises” for $53.9 

million.5 Then a Japanese buyer raised the record to $82.5 million with the purchasing of 

a van Gogh’s “Portrait of Dr. Gachet.”6 The Japanese were so dominant in international 

auction houses regarding purchasing European impressionist and modern paintings 

that they aroused incessant complaints in the foreign press. 

                                                      

2 Kerrie L. Macpherson, Asian Department Stores (Honolulu, HI: University of Hawaii Press, 1998). 
3 AFP, “Japan’s Art Guru Billionaire Maezawa Rings in New Era,” Egypt Independent, June 10, 2017, 
https://ww.egyptindependent.com/japans-art-guru-billionaire-maezawa-rings-new-era/. 
4 Peter C. T. Elsworth, “All About/Art Sales; The Market’s Blue Period,” The New York Times, May 10, 1992, 
sec. Business Day, https://www.nytimes.com/1992/05/10/business/all-about-art-sales-the-market-s-blue-
period.html. 
5 FRANCIS X. CLINESSpecial to The New York Times, “Van Gogh Sets Auction Record: $39.9 Million: A 
van Gogh Sets Auction Record: $39.9 Million,” New York Times, 1987. 
6 Elsworth, “All About/Art Sales; The Market’s Blue Period.” 
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Everything came crashing down in the early 1990s. Japan experienced a serious 

economic recession. The bubble era billionaires wanted to sell artworks once they bid 

fiercely on for incredibly low price. This massive release of bubble-era masterpieces hurt 

Japanese art business in the long run because they were sold so aggressively that 

“Japan’s art collection market shrunk to one-twentieth of its peak.”7 The recession also 

revealed that many corporations were using the paintings they purchased at record 

highs “as a front for massive corporate fraud and tax avoidance.”8  

Japan is still recovering from the collapse of its art market. Japanese investors are 

nervous to consider artworks as investment pieces because the rapid selling of artworks 

at low prices in the 90’s dropped the value of artworks quickly and many lost money on 

their art investments. Furthermore, the stigma of artworks being used for tax avoidance 

negatively impacted how the average Japanese consumers looked at art. The mentality 

of the Japanese consumer was described as “depressed” and “disappointed” after 

learning about the fraud.9 

Art auction houses began their comeback to the mainstream in the 2000s. The 6 

major Tokyo auction houses examined in this paper all were founded or separated from 

their parent company in this period. Yoichiro Kurata, the president of Shinwa auction 

                                                      

7 AFP, “Japan’s Art Guru Billionaire Maezawa Rings in New Era.” 
8 Elsworth, “All About/Art Sales; The Market’s Blue Period.” 
9 Donald Eubank, “Finding Beauty in a World of Waste,” The Japan Times, January 1, 2009, 
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/culture/2009/01/01/arts/finding-beauty-in-a-world-of-waste/. 
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house, said in 2007 that “while Japanese are still hesitant about spending money 

collecting art after the 1990s, overseas collectors are stepping in”.10 

1.2 Research Questions and Hypothesis 

In this paper, it is unlikely to scratch the surface of every aspect of the Japanese 

art auction market. Therefore, a reverse pyramid-style approach was deliberately taken 

to construct the argument for which a broad range of questions are asked with in-depth 

analysis. Throughout this paper, the following questions will be answered using our 

dataset as the primary source:  

1. As a long-time isolated “community” functioning on its own mechanism, how is 

the overall health and performance of the Japanese art auction market between 

the years 2008 and 2017 and what distinctive traits does the market bear? 

2. Does there exist segmentation among auction houses, namely the division of 

high-end and low-end art market?  

i. What are the specializations (if any) of each auction house?  

ii. Do they choose different market segments based on competition with one 

another? 

                                                      

10 Donald Eubank, “Shinwa Contemporary Art Auction | The Japan Times,” accessed January 28, 2019, 
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/culture/2007/04/19/arts/shinwa-contemporary-art-auction/#.XE_MLlxKg2w. 
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iii. What are the segmentations (high-end or low-end) of the contemporary 

Japanese art market? 

3. How do we distinguish if an art movements/styles/taste is preferable by the 

Japanese art auction market (for the period of data collected)? 

4. Does there exist a global market for Japanese artists? 

It is hypothesized that there exist segmentations in auction house specialization 

between the high-end and low-end of the contemporary Japanese art auction market. In 

particular, from a preliminary scan, Mainichi dominates the low-end of the Japanese art 

auction market. Furthermore, the existence of a specific art movement or genre that is 

preferred in the contemporary Japanese art auction market is also speculated. 

1.3 Data and Methodology 

1.3.1 Data Collection and Cleaning 

The data were collected from AskArt and the auction houses’ official websites. In 

the initial stages of data collection, there were 55,630 data points and 35 different 

features of each work: artist name, date of auction, final hammer price and status (sold 

or unsold), auction house, title, medium, auction fee, high and low hammer price 

estimates in various different currencies, creation date, foundry, auction lot, height and 

width in both centimeters and inches. The 7,026 data points scraped from SBI Art’s 

official website come with much less features with only artist name, date of the auction, 
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final hammer price (in Japanese Yen and U.S. Dollar) and status, auction date, auction 

lot, title, and auction house. Our final dataset consists of 62,430 data points with 16,669 

unsold works, which means a buy-in rate of 26.7%.   

Data cleaning is conducted on the names, medium, and dates for all the data 

points to obtain a consistent dataset for analytical purposes. In the additional 7,026 data 

points from SBI Art, the artist names were not separated by first and last name like the 

initial 55,630 data points. The initial data cleaning step was separating the names into 

two columns, first and last. Then, the mediums are cleaned into six categories: painting, 

mixed media, sculpture, decorative arts, works on paper, and print. The original dataset 

had dates written in the format mm/dd/yyyy. Since the analysis focuses on yearly 

behavior, only the year for each of our data points was pulled out.  

In the final dataset, total 62,430 data points with 16,669 unsold works with the 

following features were used: artist name, date of auction, final hammer price in USD, 

high hammer price estimate in USD, status, auction year, medium, and auction house. 

All of the auctions that had taken place between 2008 and 2017 in our dataset were 

through six auction houses: Shinwa, Est-Ouest, Mainichi, SBI Art, The Mallet, and The 

Market.  
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1.3.2 Methodology 

Because the Japanese art auction market is a fairly under-studied subject, except 

for historical information on the Japanese art market as a whole, the analysis was 

conducted directly from the dataset. As mentioned before, a reverse pyramid-style 

approach was deliberately taken with broad start and specific end, illustrating that 

conclusions can be drawn from using no outside sources but the data provided. The 

reason behind this approach is that being inclusive instead of selective at the beginning 

allow the data to statistically encompass all scenarios possible happened in the Japanese 

market. Using the entire dataset, basic analysis on the art auction market as a whole is 

conducted, with only sold works records across the entire art auction market between 

the years 2008 and 2017. Following the finds with this general analysis, each of the six 

auction houses were analyzed individually on median sales price across the different 

mediums as well as their interquartile ranges for all works sold. Top-tier analysis in 

three categories were conducted: top 100 artists sorted by median hammer price, top 100 

artists sorted by median hammer price with 10 or more works sold, and top 100 artists 

sorted by volume. Finally, for specificity purposes, case studies on the Avant-Garde 

movement and artist Foujita Tsuguharu are examined under newly-constructed art 

market model. 

Various data analysis tools are used in the whole process, including Excel, Python, 

Tableau, OpenRefine, etc. 
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1.3.2.1 Basic Analysis 

Basic trends and overall behaviors across the years 2008 to 2017 are general 

reflections of the overall health of the Japanese art auction market. For example, high 

numbers of transactions coupled with high median prices suggest a flourishing art 

auction market while low numbers of transactions coupled with low median prices 

suggest perhaps an economic recession. For this, only the works sold were taken into 

consideration so that 45,761 data points are left to perform data analysis upon. The data 

points of the sold works were used to plot the median hammer price and total volume 

sold per year in the time period of study. 

1.3.2.2 Auction House Analysis 

All the data records transactions are collected from six auction houses. 

Transactions done through the online market, which has not yet formed a statistically 

significant portion of the Japanese domestic market, were not taken into consideration in 

this research; therefore all records in the dataset are through brick-and-mortar auction 

houses. In the auction house analysis, Python was used to generate visualizations and 

create interquartile ranges of hammer prices for each auction house and various pie 

charts generated via Tableau were used to summarize the findings. 
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1.3.2.3 Top 100 Analysis 

As a continuation of specificity, Tableau was used to generate the top-100-artist 

lists in our three categories. Because of some name inconsistencies, the generated top 100 

artists sometimes would have to be cleaned and regenerated. For example, Leonard 

Tsuguharu Foujita is listed under “Leonard Tsuguharu Foujita” and “Tsuguhara Fujita.” 

Because of this, he was recorded as two separate artists. Spelling inconsistencies on 

Foujita needed to be corrected to ensure there were no double-listings. For every set of 

100 artists, nationalities, associated movements and styles, and birth years were added. 

All the visualizations generated in this portion were done in Microsoft Excel. 

1.3.2.4 Avant-Garde Case Study 

All the visualizations were generated through Tableau. 

1.3.2.5 Artist’s Analysis 

All the visualizations were generated through Tableau. 

1.4 Overall Behaviors in the Japanese Art Auction Market 

There is sufficiently fewer data from 2008 to 2010 than for 2011 to 2017. Figures 1 

and 2 below depict the median hammer price and total volume, respectively of all sold 

works ( ) in the Japanese art auction market evolving from 2008 to 2017.  
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Figure 1: Median hammer price per year 

 

Figure 2: Total volume sold per year 

Though there seems to be an inverse relationship between median hammer price 

and total volume sold in the Japanese art auction market, the lack of data from 2008 to 

2010 means that the volume data points from those years cannot be taken at face value. 

In the dataset, many Japanese artists that have high volumes of works sold are not 

entered into the database until 2011, which is the reason for the sudden increase in 
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volume sold from 2010 to 2011. In the same year, the median hammer price across the 

Japanese art auction market dramatically decreases from US$4,699 to US$2,080. Figure 3 

( ) below depicts the median hammer price per year and total volume sold 

per year in the same graph. 

 

Figure 3: Median hammer price and total volume sold per year 

The number of Japanese artists that entered the database in 2011 in correlation 

with the decline in median hammer price that occurs in the same year suggests that the 

Japanese artists in the Japanese art auction market are selling a greater quantity of works 

for much lower prices. We speculate that this is because there is a higher availability of 

Japanese artists and artworks on the domestic market, which is the cause for the greater 

volume. However, in the sections that follow, we will uncover that among the Japanese 
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artists that are selling high volumes, there are many whose styles are reminiscent of 

Western, particularly French, artists, suggesting that the popularity of artworks by 

Japanese artists is due to the preference for Western-style art and low prices.  

Analysis of each of the auction houses will follow the general investigation of 

overall Japanese art auction market behaviors over the years 2008 to 2017. The analysis 

of the auction houses breaks down the overall Japanese art auction market into its 

constituents, from which we can begin to get a clearer idea on whether the hypothesized 

segmentations across the auction houses are observable. 
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2. Auction House Profiles 
We began by plotting all artworks sold per form across all combined auction 

houses to begin looking for trends. Figure 4 ( ) shows this. We immediately 

noticed that the number of sold works greatly increased after 2010, the auction houses 

experienced a dip in sales volume in 2014 and “Painting”/ “Works on Paper” were by far 

the most common art mediums sold over time. The jump in sales volume during 2010 

was not significant. The jump was not from a true jump in sales, but from auction 

houses beginning to record and publicize their auction houses data more seriously. The 

dip in 2014 coincides with a surprise economic recession Tokyo experienced that year. 

This 2014 dip in sales volume can be seen throughout the majority of the individual 

auction houses.  
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Figure 4: All sold works across all auction houses across the full-time interval 

The average sell rate, defined as the amount of sold works divided by all works 

sold and unsold over time, for all auction houses combined was 73.3%. Figure 4 

( ) depicts this average. We wanted to compare every auction house’s 

individual sell rate to this all auction houses average sell rate to see how certain auction 

houses perform at being able to sell what artworks it puts up for auction.  

There was no correlation between house traits and house average sell rates. Table 

1 shows the average sell rates for each auction house. See Appendix H to see Figure 4 for 

each auction house. 
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Figure 5: All sold works compared to all unsold works across all auction 
houses on the full time interval 

Table 1: Average sell rate per each auction house 

Auction House Average Sell Rate 

ALL AUCTION 

HOUSES 

73.30% 

Mainichi 71.87% 

Shinwa 84.61% 

Est-Ouest 68.05% 

Mallet 72.10% 
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SBI Art 79.97% 

The Market 59.76% 

 

Figure 6: All sold works split into 6 mediums from all auction houses over the 
full-time interval 

We realized that we needed to look deeper into each auction house to see the 

behavior of each auction house since the combined data was too extensive to make 

meaningful claims. Before we investigated each auction house, we needed to make sure 

that the combined data from all the houses was statistically sound. To do this, we 
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changed the artworks’ price to a log price (base 10) scale and then plotted the 

distribution. Log price is a common way of graphing prices in a way that is viewable on 

a table because the large range of prices in our data (highest value is $2,800,000) would 

make a right skew appear. We ran a log price distribution for each of the 6 mediums 

across the houses. Figures 7-12 show that our data fit the bell curve required for 

statistical tests and modeling. We also created graphs to show price occurrence on the 

same log scale for each medium (Appendix I).  

 

Figure 7 
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Figure 12: Figures 7-12: Log price distribution for each medium from all 
auction houses 

We were able to determine the mean log price for each medium across all the 

auction houses combined. Then we ran the same mean log price test for each medium 

for each auction house. Table 2 shows the result of all these tests. These tests gave us an 

average monetary price for each form of artworks across all auction houses and an 

individual auction house. We could then use our results to compare the average price 

for one medium from one auction house to determine how much more or less that 

auction house sells artworks of that form relative to another auction house within the 

same medium or relative to the average price for that medium for all auction houses.  

To give an example using Table 2: Shinwa sells sculpture on average at a price 

level of 3.9178 (which is equal to 10^3.9178 = $8,275.61) which is much higher than 
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Mainichi average price level for sculptures of 3.3061 (=$2,2023.01) and higher than the 

average price level across all auction houses for sculptures (3.3678 = $2,332.08). 

Table 2: Mean log price (MLP) for each medium for each auction house. An 
“X” is used for when an auction house sold no artworks in that form 

Auction 
House 

Sculpture 
MLP 

Print 
MLP 

Decorative 
Arts MLP 

Painting 
MLP 

Mixed 
Media 
MLP 

Works on 
Paper MLP 

ALL 
AUCTION 
HOUSES 

3.3678 3.5355 3.5327 3.4375 3.4273 3.4024 

Shinwa 3.9178 4.0345 3.6863 4.1450 4.0457 4.0342 

Mainichi 3.3051 3.4813 3.5245 3.2969 3.2602 3.3181 

Est-Ouest 3.6739 4.2099 3.447 3.9394 3.8096 3.5742 

SBI Art 3.2117 X X 3.6054 3.6789 3.4946 

The 
Market 

3.127 X 3.6073 3.7222 3.5331 3.7027 

Mallet 3.4161 3.5011 3.7225 3.5976 3.5330 3.5066 

Since we knew our combined data across all auction houses could safely be used 

for statistical tests, we were able to take all sold artworks and split all their prices into 

interquartile ranges. We did this to determine “Price Tiers” for the entire market. The 

first interquartile range, known as Price Tier 1, is for artwork with prices in the bottom 
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25th percentile of all artworks sold. We created a tier for each of the four interquartile 

ranges, so we had four price tiers. Price Tier 1 represents in this sense the cheapest the 

market has available. Price Tier 4 represents the upper 25th percentile and thus the most 

expensive goods the market has to offer. The monetary values of the Price Tiers across 

all auction houses can be found in italics in Table 3. We then wanted to see how much of 

each individual auction house’s sold artworks fell into the four Price Tiers. Figure 13 

shows a snapshot of the result from Python of the different ranges within the market. 

We determined the percentage of sold artworks from each auction house in each of the 

Price Tiers and put placed them in Table 3.  

 

Figure 13: IQR for each auction house (auction house name is to the right of 
line 1) relative to itself (line 1) and for each auction house relative to Price Tiers across 
all auction houses (line 2). 

Price Tier 1, 2, 3 and 4 represent the bottom 25th percentile, 25th-50th percentile, 

50th-75th percentile and upper 25th percentile for the price of artworks sold across all 
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auction houses. The italicized monetary values in parentheses underneath the Price Tiers 

tell you what the actual monetary value range at that price level. Then the percentage for 

each auction house underneath a Price Tier tells you what percentage of that auction 

houses sold artworks fall in that Price Tier. A higher percentage in a higher tier means 

that an auction house is selling artworks at a high price level relative to the price level of 

the market.  

To give an example using Table 3: Price Tier 4 for Est-Ouest has a value of 51%. 

This means that 51% of their sold artworks fall in the upper 25th percentile of all sold 

artworks across all auction houses. The range of monetary values for Price Tier 4 is 

$6,420.01 to $2,800,000. It is safe to assume Est-Ouest is an upper-end auction house in 

terms of price. 

Mainichi average price level for sculptures of 3.3061 (=$2,2023.01) and higher 

than the  

Table 3: Percentage of art works each auction house sells in each of the 4 Price 
Tiers 

Auction 
House  

Price Tier 1 
($0.01-$976) 

Price Tier 2  
($976.01- $2,314) 

Price Tier 3  
($2,314.01- $6,420) 

Price Tier 4 
($6,420.01-
$2,800,000) 

Shinwa 0.80% 4.83% 29.27% 65.11% 

Mainichi 31.80% 28.18% 22.92% 17.08% 
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Est-Ouest 14.75% 13.20% 21.30% 51% 

SBI Art 13.94% 25.26% 29.14% 31.66% 

The Market 20.79% 32.67% 26.73% 40.59% 

Mallet 12.31% 24.47% 34.91% 28.82% 

We also took the names from the top 100 artists list by median price; for a full 

explanation on the top 100 artists, see part three. We used the already identified 

Japanese artists and then applied those names to the individual auction houses to see 

how many artworks that Japanese artists sold in that house compared to the number of 

artworks sold by all non-Japanese from the top 100 artists by median price filtered 

within that same house. The data agree with our discovered trend. Note: Shinwa is an 

outlier and will be addressed later. See Appendix for the graphs of each auction house 

that gave us these values. 

Table 4:  Percentage of artworks from Japanese artists that appear in each 
auction house from the list of artists in the top 100 artists by median price, filtered. 

Top 100 Median Price Artists' Artwork Appearance 

in Each Auction House 

% of Artworks that are 

from Japanese Artists 

The Market 0.00% 

Est-Ouest 16% 
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Mainichi 19.16% 

Mallet 25.80% 

Shinwa 49.40% 

We then took the names from the top 100 artists list by volume; for a full 

explanation on the top 100 artists, see part three. We used the already identified 

Japanese artists and then applied those names to the individual auction houses to see 

how many artworks that Japanese artists sold in that house compared to the number of 

artworks sold by all non-Japanese from the top 100 artists by volume within that same 

house. The data agree with our discovered trend. See Appendix for the graphs of each 

auction house that gave us these values. 

Table 5:  Percentage of artworks from Japanese artists that appear in each 
auction house from the list of artists in the top 100 artists by volume (number of 

records). 

Top 100 Volume Artists Artwork Appearance in 

Each Auction House 

% of Artworks that are 

from Japanese Artists 

The Market 98.18% 

Est-Ouest 71.86% 

Mainichi 90.31% 
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Mallet 70.16% 

Shinwa 88.36% 

2.1 Shinwa 

 

Figure 14: All sold works by sale volume per form for Shinwa over a full time 
interval 

The sharp peaks for Works on Paper and Paintings in 2010, Sculpture in 2011 and 

Mixed Media in 2014 in Figure 15 can be explained by a low amount of works in each 

category that also sold for a high price. For example, in 2010 there were only 16 

paintings, but there were two paintings by Chagall, one by Renoir and one by Utrillo 

that were worth $632,000, $598,000, $201,250 and $149,500 respectively. We know these 

prices are far above the usual price of paintings for all auction houses because the mean 
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log price for paintings across the market was 3.4375, which is equal to $2,738.51. There 

were two works on paper sold in 2011, but they were works by Cezanne and Braque 

value at $57,500 and $20,700, respectively. There were three sculptures sold in 2011, and 

they were sold for $65,000, $45,500 and $19,500. There were 12 mixed media artworks 

sold in 2014, but there were three works by Yamashita, one by Warhol, one by Kusama 

and one by Arimoto which were sold for $147,900, $79,560, $61,200, $107,000, $122,400 

and $107,1000, respectively. We know these prices are far above the usual price of mixed 

media in all auction houses because the mean log price for mixed media across the 

market was 3.4273, which is equal to $2,674.85.  

The median price of works is extremely high compared to all other auction 

houses. Shinwa has a clear dominance in the luxury end of the market. Our Price Tier 

Analysis Table 3 revealed that they sold 61% of their artworks at a price within Price 

Tier 4, but only .8% of artworks sold fell into Price Tier 1. Figure 16 shows Shinwa’s 

Price Tiers as a percentage of their sold goods in each price level to make it clear what 

Price Tiers Shinwa focuses on. 

This claim of Shinwa's dominance on the upper price segments of the market is 

further proved by Table 2. Shinwa has the highest mean log price level for sculptures, 

paintings, mixed media and works on paper. Shinwa has the second highest mean log 

price level for Prints and Decorative Arts. 
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Figure 15: All sold works by medium per form for Shinwa over a full time 
interval 
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Figure 16: % sold in each Price Tier for Shinwa 

2.2 Est-Ouest 

Est-Ouest differs from the general trend of auction houses selling more paintings 

and works on paper than other forms as seen in Figure 17. Est-Ouest did not sell enough 

works on paper for the medium to have a place as one of the two most commonly sold 

forms. Est-Ouest also did not experience the 2014 dip in sold artworks volume that other 

auction houses, with data in this time frame, did. In fact, they experienced a peak in 2014. 
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Figure 17: All sold works by sale volume per form for Est-Ouest over a full 
time interval 

Figure17 shows that Est-Ouest has an interesting uptick in the median price of 

art pieces for mixed media and decorative arts in recent years despite no significant 

changes appearing in Figure 18 which represents sold volume. There also is a high 

hanging lip for prints. The uptick in decorative arts can be explained by a low amount of 

works in each category that had a few pieces in the mix that sold at high price levels. 15 

of the 24 decorative arts in 2015 and 12 of 22 decorative arts in 2016 were by French 

glassmaking company Lalique. The last time Est-Ouest had even one piece by Lalique 

was in 2010. Also in 2016, Kusama sold a set of two of her famous “PUMPKINS” for 

$144,270. The hanging lip for prints can be explained by the fact there was only one print 
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artwork sold each year from 2013-2016. By each increasing year, there was a work by 

Gallé, Castellani, Warhol, and Warhol again that sold for $29,610, $14,760, $16,530 and 

$17,370, respectively. We know these are far above the usual price of prints because the 

mean log price for prints across all auction houses was 3.5355, which is equal to 

$3,431.62. 

Est-Ouest focuses on the upper end of the art market compared to other auction 

houses. Table 3 shows us that Est-Ouest sells 50.7% of its works in Price Tier 4. Figure 19 

shows Est-Ouest’s Price Tiers as a percentage of their sold goods in each price level to 

make it clear what Price Tiers Est-Ouest focuses on. 

 

Figure 18: All sold works by median price per form for Est-Ouest over the full-
time interval 
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Figure 19: % sold in each Price Tier for Est-Ouest 

2.3 Mainichi 

 

Figure 20: All sold works by sale volume per form for Mainichi over a full-
time interval 
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Figure 21: All sold works by median price per form for Mainichi over a full 
time interval 

Mainichi sells more artworks than any other auction house. Also, Mainichi 

dominates the bottom Price Tiers. Mainichi sells 31.8% of their artworks for prices that 

fall into Tier 1 and 28.18% of their artworks for prices that fall in Tier 2. Table 3 shows 

Mainichi’s Price Tiers as a percentage of their sold goods in each price level to make it 

clear what Price Tiers Mainichi focuses on. Furthermore, Table 2 shows us that Mainichi 

sells all their artworks at the lower end of all the art mediums sold by all auction houses. 

Mainichi sells prints, paintings, mixed media and works on paper at the lowest mean log 

price of any auction houses. They sell decorative arts at the second lowest mean log 

price and Sculptures at the third lowest mean log price. These are all strong indicators 

that Mainichi sells artworks at lower Price Tiers compared to all auction houses.   
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Although Mainichi specializes in the lower Price Tiers, it has high peaks for print 

in 2013 and decorative arts in 2015. The 2013 print peak can be explained by the fact that 

only two prints were sold that year. One print was by Warhol and sold for $43,260, and 

the other was a $1,030 print by Antoni Tapies. We know that the $43,260 Warhol print is 

far above the usual price of prints because the mean log price for prints across all 

auction houses was 3.5355, which is equal to $3,431.63. The decorative art peak in 2015 

was due to a high sales volume of valuable Lalique works and high priced Picasso 

pieces. Interestingly similar to Est-Ouest, Mainichi sold works by Lalique in 2015 but 

had not done so since 2012. In 2012, Lalique’s had a four-way tie for most expensive 

decorative arts sold with itself. Lalique sold four works for $10,800 and then two more 

decorative artworks each for $2,032. In 2015, Lalique sold the three most expensive 

decorative artworks, which were valued at $39,700, $34,680, and $33,600. A Picasso 

decorative artwork sold for its record auction house high at $32,400 in 2015 as well. We 

know from table 2 that these prices are far above the usual price of decorative arts 

because the mean log price for decorative arts across all auction houses was 3.5237 

which is equal to $3,409.57. 
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Figure 22: Percentage of works sold in each price tier for Mainichi 

2.4 SBI Art 

We were not able to test SBI Art to the same extent that we were able to test the 

other auction houses. SBI Art only had usable data for 2017. SBI Art’s data set ranged 

from 2012-2018, but none of the documented data outside of 2017 was usable. The data 

set from 2011-2016 and 2018 had information on selling price, but no information on sold 

pieces’ medium, title or artist. The data from SBI Art was still valuable for analyzing the 

market as a whole since the data was useful for making accurate Price Tiers across all 

auction houses since the Price Tiers were based off of only sold artwork’s prices. We 

could not make as many graphs or run as many tests for SBI Art specifically because our 

other tests were dependent on missing variables. 

SBI Art is the only auction house not to have painting as the most commonly sold 

artwork medium. Interestingly, SBI Art sold more mixed media pieces in 2017 than any 

other artwork form.  
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Figure 23: All sold works by sale volume per form for SBI Art over a full time 
interval 
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2.5 Mallet Japan 

 

Figure 24: All sold works by sale volume per form for Mallet over a full time 
interval 
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Figure 25: All sold works by median price per form for Mallet over a full time 
interval 

Figure 25 shows that Mallet auction experiences a quick rise and drop in 

sculpture prices over the years 2010-13 and a peak in decorative art prices in 2013. The 

behavior of sculpture prices is interesting because Figure 24 shows no change in 

sculpture sales volume during 2010-13. After seeing what a large release of Lalique 

decorative arts did at other auction houses, we thought that there might have been a 

renowned artist selling several pieces during 2011-12. This hypothesis proved to be false. 

We looked at the top 5 highest selling decorative arts of each year and learned that there 

were no repeat artists in each year for the top 5, so this jump could not be explained by a 
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renowned artist selling multiple pieces. We did notice that there was an unexplainable 

jump in the value of the top 5 most expensive decorative arts in 2011 and 2012. The 

average price of top 5 most expensive decorative arts was $12,385 for 2010, $15,086 for 

2011, $15,870 for 2012 and $9,720 for 2013. It is worth noting that the 2010 average is 

skewed upward since Mallet sold the most expensive decorative art on record at $37,450. 

The top 5 most expensive decorative arts of 2010 were valued at $37,450, $10,350, $8,560, 

$2,829 and $2,737. The jump in decorative arts can be explained by Mallet only selling 

seven decorative art pieces in 2012 for an average selling price of $3,720 (range from 

$1,845 - $7,480) compared to 25 decorative art pieces sold in 2013 for an average $9,960 

(range from $1,070 - $24,610). Interestingly, Picasso's most expensive decorative artwork 

in 2012 sold for $5,140 and in 2013 sold for $24,610. In 2013, 21 Picasso decorative 

artworks were sold, and all of these works sold at a higher price level than the most 

expensive 2012 Picasso decorative artwork did.  

2.6 The Market Inc. 

The Market had the smallest data set of any of the auction houses. We were not 

able to test The Market to the same extent that we were able to test the other auction 

houses because the auction house only had data from 2008 and this short time interval 

prevented us from creating meaningful figures.   
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Figure 26: All sold works by sale volume per form for The Market over a full 
time interval 

2.7 Conclusion 

 From our auction house analysis, we can conclude that there exist 

segmentations in the Japanese art auction market, proving our hypothesis correct. We 

were also correct in that Mainichi seems to dominate the lower half of the Japanese art 

auction market. About 60% of Mainichi’s sales have hammer prices in the bottom half of 

the interquartile range, while 94% of Shinwa’s sales have hammer prices in the top half 

of the interquartile range. We have also shown that the auction houses occupy product 

niches as well. While most of the auction houses sell more paintings and works on paper 

than any other medium, we discovered that The Mallet dominates in terms of sales of 
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decorative arts. Following these discoveries, we have decided to analyze the top 

producers in the Japanese art auction market in the top 100 analysis section that follows. 
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3. Top 100 Analysis 
From the auction house analysis, we were able to conclude that there does exist 

segmentation in terms of price tiers within the Japanese art auction market. We 

speculated that the upper tier of the Japanese art auction market from 2008-2017 would 

have more leverage in the behavior of the overall market, and therefore chose to analyze 

the top 100 artists in three categories: median hammer price, median hammer price with 

10 or more works sold, and volume in number of records.   

3.1 Top 100 Artists: Median Hammer Price, Unfiltered 

For the top 100 artists by median hammer price unfiltered, we calculated each 

artists’ median hammer price per year from 2008 to 2017. If they did not sell any works 

in a given year, the median hammer price was inputted as 0. Figure 27 below shows part 

of the spreadsheet in which this analysis is conducted for the top 100 artists in median 

price without the filter. The full table of values can be found in the appendix B. Foreign 

artists are highlighted in green. Many of the artists represented in this table are 

foreigners. 
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Figure 27: Screenshot of working Microsoft Excel sheet for Top 100 Artists by 
median price unfiltered 

After all the median prices per year for every artist was calculated, we then took 

the median price per year across each year to find a true middle value for prices across 

the top 100 artists. The zeros were not included in the calculation for this median. Table 

6 below shows the resulting values:  

Table 6: Median values of median prices for top 100 artists by median price, 
unfiltered 
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As expected, the median behavior across the top 100 in this category far 

outperformed the median price of the overall Japanese art auction market. To be able to 

compare the changes over time in the median behavior for the top 100 artists in this 

category and the overall Japanese art auction market, the table of values above was used 

to generate Figure 28 below.  

 

Figure 28: Median behavior of top 100 artists by median hammer price, 
unfiltered 

In comparison to Figure 1, Figure 28 experiences an overall semi-periodic 

behavior, with regular fluctuations in median hammer price. While in the overall 

Japanese art auction market, the median hammer price drastically decreased in 2011 and 

displayed a relatively constant behavior without dramatic fluctuations, the middle 

behavior of the top 100 artists unfiltered never has a period over more than one year 

where the median hammer price has remained relatively constant. We can conclude 

from the median behavior of the top 100 artists unfiltered, that this part of the overall 
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Japanese art auction market is an isolated segment that is not necessarily influenced by 

the rest of the Japanese art auction market. This serves as further evidence for the 

segmentations we concluded in the Auction House Analysis portion of this paper. 

3.2 Top 100 Artists: Median Hammer Price, Filtered 

Although the unfiltered version of the top 100 artists by median hammer price 

allows us to gain insight into the upper end of the Japanese art auction market, many 

artists on that list had only sold one or two works from 2008 to 2017. Therefore, our 

unfiltered values capture the elite purely from a hammer price point-of-view while 

giving little insight into the volume of sold works needed to conclude preferences and 

nationality. To conduct this portion of the top 100 artists analysis, we utilized Tableau to 

filter the artists such that in the top 100 artists by median hammer price, only artists who 

have sold 10 or more works would be displayed in our table. We believed that the 

combination of having 10 or more works sold and appearance in the top 100 by median 

hammer price indicates a significant presence of that artist in the Japanese art auction 

market. 

 For the top 100 artists by median hammer price filtered, we calculated each 

artists’ median hammer price per year from 2008 to 2017. If they did not sell any works 

in a given year, the median hammer price was inputted as 0. Figure 29 below shows part 

of the spreadsheet in which this analysis is conducted for the top 100 artists in the 
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median price with the filter. A full table of values can be found in the appendix. Foreign 

artists are highlighted in green. 

 

Figure 29:  Screenshot of working Microsoft Excel sheet for Top 100 Artists by 
median price, filtered 

After all the median prices per year for every artist was calculated, we then took 

the median price per year across each year to find a true middle value for prices across 

the top 100 artists. The zeros were not included in the calculation for this median. Table 

7 shows the resulting values, and Figure 30 shows the prices plotted over time, just as 

done previously with the top 100 artists by median price, unfiltered.  
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Table 7: Median values of median prices for top 100 artists by median price, 
filtered 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Median behavior of top 100 artists by median hammer price, filtered 

As expected, there are less periodic fluctuations in the median behavior across 

the top 100 artists by median price filtered compared to the unfiltered version. Except 

for the years 2008 to 2010, the change in the median behavior across the top 100 artists 

by median price filtered better reflects the median behavior of the overall Japanese art 

auction market. This indicates that with the filter added, the artists who are included in 
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this set make up a great enough proportion of the Japanese art auction market to drive 

the overall behavior. In the nationality analysis, we will explore the implications of the 

number of foreign artists decreasing by half once the filter has been added. 

3.3 Top 100 Artists: Number of Records 

Filtering the top 100 artists by median hammer price with a set volume allowed 

us to draw the conclusion that Japanese artists are selling more in volume compared to 

foreign artists in the Japanese art auction market. This was an observation we noted 

early on when we looked at the relationship between median hammer prices and 

volume sold per year in the Japanese art auction market. In order to analyze the upper-

end of the Japanese art auction market from a quantity perspective instead of purely 

price, we decided to use the top 100 artists by number of records. 

The number of records includes both sold and unsold works, but the combined 

total of all 100 artists represent 31.5% of the entire dataset, which is a very large 

proportion for a small number of people. For the top 100 artists by the number of 

records, we found the number of works they each sold per year from 2008 to 2017 to 

calculate each artists’ buy-in rate, as well as the total buy-in rate across the top 100. 

Figure 31 below shows the spreadsheet on which the analysis for the top 100 artists by 

number-of-record was conducted. A full table of values can be found in the appendix. 

Foreign artists are highlighted in green.  
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Figure 31: Screenshot of working Microsoft Excel sheet for Top 100 Artists by 
number of records 

The top 100 artists by the number of records have an overall buy-in rate of 

25.05% , 1.65% lower than the overall Japanese art auction market; the 

buy-in rate for Japanese artists in the top 100 artists by number of records is 25.51% and 

for foreign artists is 22.04%. Since the foreign artists are highlighted in green, even 

before analyzing the specific breakdown, we can see that there are significantly more 

Japanese artists in the top 100 artists by the number of records than foreign artists.  

3.4 Nationality Analysis 

Thus far, we have established that there is the notion that Japanese artists are 

selling a greater quantity of works for relatively low prices in the Japanese art auction 

market. Figures 32-34 below show various distributions of nationalities across the top 

100 artists in each of the three categories.  
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.  

Figure 32: Distributions of nationalities in the top 100 artists by median price, 
unfiltered 

 

Figure 33: Distributions of nationalities in the top 100 artists by median price, 
filtered 
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Figure 34: Distributions of nationalities in the top 100 artists by number of 
records (volume) 

Figure 35 below shows the ratio of Japanese to foreign artists in the top 100 

artists by median hammer price unfiltered. Foreign artists make up 85% of the names 

shown in the top 100 without the filter. However, Figure 36 below shows the ratio of 

Japanese to foreign artists in the filtered version. When the quantity filter is added, the 

percentage of foreign artists decreases to 41%, no longer the majority.  
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Figure 35: Ratio of top 100 artists by median price, unfiltered 

 

Figure 36: Ratio of top 100 artists by median price, filtered 

From the two figures above alone, we can see that Japanese artists make up a 

significant part of the Japanese art auction market in terms of volume. This has been a 

point we have tried to show throughout the paper, starting with the overall picture of 

the Japanese art auction market, to looking at the differences in ratios with and without 
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the quantity filter. Figure 37 below shows the ratio of Japanese to foreign artists in the 

top 100 artists by number of records.  

 

Figure 37: Ratio of top 100 artists by number of records (volume) 

Figure 37 is the culmination of the concept that we have been exploring that art 

by Japanese artists is popular in terms of quantity in the Japanese art auction market. In 

terms of pure volume, Japanese artists comprise 86% of the artists in the top 100 by 

number of records. 

3.5 Conclusions 

In the appendix, we have included sample works for the first ten artists in each 

of the three categories: median hammer price unfiltered, median hammer price filtered, 

and number of records. We have reached the conclusion that art by Japanese artists are 

sold in greater quantity for lower prices, which we speculate may be the result of the 

highest domestic availability. Associate professor of sociology and anthropology, Olav 
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Velthuis, published a paper titled Globalization of Markets for Contemporary Art in which 

he discusses that the “globalization” of the art market has actually strengthened local 

ties, and therefore results in localization. The two cities he uses as an example, 

Amsterdam and Berlin, both exemplify the phenomenon we have discovered in the 

Japanese art auction market: representation of local artists.1 

Upon examining the works of the artists in the top 100 artists by number of 

records, we discovered that many Japanese artists have styles that are reminiscent of 

Western artists. Image 3.11 below is a photograph of Tsutomu Fujii’s painting, Young 

Noble Girl. Fujii is ranked 11th on the list of top 100 artists by number of records, and this 

painting is the highest-selling work in the years 2008 to 2017, at only US$6,860. Upon 

first glance, the style of the painting is not traditional Japanese, but instead more closely 

resembles the style of Western portrait painting. We concluded then, that in the Japanese 

art auction market buyers would opt to buy cheaper paintings in a Western-style done 

by Japanese artists rather than the more expensive works done by Western artists. 

Therefore, who the artist does not matter as much as the characteristics of the piece. 

After coming to this conclusion, we decided to examine whether the characteristics of 

certain pieces, be it medium, genre, or movement, ultimately affect the price and the 

                                                      

1 Olav Velthuis, “Globalization of Markets for Contemporary Art,” European Societies 15, no. 2 (May 1, 2013): 
290–308, https://doi.org/10.1080/14616696.2013.767929. 
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quantity for which works are sold in the Japanese art auction market. Appendix C, 

Appendix E, and Appendix G list the top 10 artists in all three categories with sample 

works. 

  

Figure 38: Tsutomu Fujii’s Young Noble Girl 
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4. Movement Analysis: Japanese avant-garde 
Following the conclusions in the top 100 analysis and questions regarding 

specific preferences in the Japanese art auction market, one major art movement we 

identified from the is the avant-garde movement. Ten among 100 artists from the top 100 

in volume was identified as “avant-garde,” which is a statistically significant number. 

4.1 Definitions and Examples 

In this case study, only Japanese avant-garde artists are taken into consideration 

since we focused on the avant-garde movement that happened in Japan. The 

identification of avant-garde artists are based on mainly 3 sources: first is the MOMA 

database of collected artists under the label “Japanese” and “avant-garde;”2 second one 

is the Getty Research Institute’s list of artist under “modernism and the avant-garde in 

Japan and East Asia” which mainly focuses on postwar period;3 the third source is 

Gennifer Weisenfeld’s book MAVO: Japanese Artists and the Avant-Garde, 1905-1931 

(Twentieth-Century Japan: The Emergence of a World Power),4 in which avant-garde 

                                                      

2https://www.moma.org/artists?locale=zh&utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=avant+garde+japan&exhibition_i
d=&filtered=1 

3 http://www.getty.edu/research/special_collections/highlights/avant_garde_japan/index.html 
4  Gennifer S. (Gennifer Stacy) Weisenfeld, Mavo: Japanese Artists and the Avant-Garde, 1905-1931 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002). 
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movement in early 20th century Japan is mainly discussed. Upon these three sources, we 

have used Google as a supporting source to complement the selection of artists. 

“Abanga-do アアアアーアアアアアア ,” is the Japanese loan word derived from 

“avant-garde” has a relatively wider usage than the original French term. The political 

philosopher Henri de Saint-Simon (1760-1825) originally coined “avant-garde” as a 

rallying cry for the art of the early 19th century to be a medium of social reform. In Japan, 

it’s currently used for anything slightly kooky or off-kilter.5 In Japan, avant-garde artists 

are made of an adversarial group of young, largely self-trained outsiders, with little or 

no institutional social status, thus promoted themselves as an avant-garde, 

revolutionizing force in the Japanese art world of the early twentieth century 

Table 8 lists all 29 recognized artists (including collaborations to be inclusive of 

the movement as well as being precise when calculating the total artists amount) from 

the JapanAuctionData database. The total hammer from avant-garde movement adds up 

to 86,987,539 dollars, occupying 19.1% of the total hammer ($454,337,563). However, the 

total volume “Vavant-garde” from this movement is 2884, with the volume sold “Vavant-garde-

sold” equals 2425 which occupies only 5.26% of the total sold volume (Vsold = 46065). The 

                                                      

5 Tran John, “The Alchemy of the Avant-Garde | The Japan Times,” 2016, 
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/culture/2016/11/29/arts/alchemy-avant-garde/#.WtZjOojwY2w. 
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ration can be perceived in Figure 39. The bought-in rate for the avant-garde artworks is 

16%, which is about 42% lower than that of the overall bought in rate of 26.59%. 

Table 8: List of avant-garde artists, total volume with a breakdown into sold 
and unsold, and bought-in rate for each of the artist and total 
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Figure 39: Comparison of the percentage occupied by avant-garde’s total 
hammer and volume sold 

Furthermore, the group of 29 identified artists only occupies about 0.5% of the 

total artists (n = 5703) of the JapanAuctionData dataset. The percentage contrast inspired 

us to assume the overall high-end quality of the avant-garde artworks. Consequently, 

low bought-in rate, high average price per item, and significant occupation in the overall 

hammer price contributed by a small group of artists lead us to hypothesize that avant-

garde is a preferred genre in the contemporary Japanese art market. 

4.2 Analysis 

To examine if avant-garde art is a preferred genre, we firstly overview the 

markets’ behavior along the years for both avant-garde market and the remaining 
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market6 for the sake of a trend overview. Major factors we investigated include: total 

hammer (value each year and percentage difference), volume (value each year and 

percentage difference), median, as well as the average price which is to minimize the 

influence of the difference in volume between the two markets. Then, we introduced a 

new variable named “Price Gap” to conduct the price analysis. 

Figure 40 illustrates the overall trend on hammer price and volume for both the 

avant-garde group and the remaining market. It can be perceived that the total hammer 

prices for both markets are generally increasing. Similar is the trend with volume. 

However, as the base amount of the remaining market is too large, we need to 

investigate the percentage of difference of trend to view the overall stability of both of 

the markets, which is shown in Figure 40. 

                                                      

6 Here by “the remaining market,” we meant the overall group of sold items excluding the avant-
garde sold items. This market is inclusive of all mediums, and auction houses. 
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Figure 40: Overview of the change of hammer price and volume; comparison 
between avant-garde and the remaining market (n=2425) 

In Figure 41 where the red line represents the avant-garde market and the blue 

one represents the remaining market, a closely entwined trend of the two is revealed. 

Therefore, although the avant-garde market is assumed to be a preferred market, market 

stability and price preservation cannot be ensured. Table 9 illustrates the breakdown of 

all avant-garde artwork by total volume and volume sold. 
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Figure 41: Percentage difference along the year on total hammer and volume 
for both the avant-garde market and the remaining market (n=2425) 

 

Table 9: Medium breakdown for avant-garde artworks, separated for total 
volume and sold volume 
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Although there are about half (45.1%) of sold avant-garde items unknown, it is 

still identifiable that two major medium forms for avant-garde artworks are “painting” 

and “works on paper.” There two forms add up to 1026 works, occupying 3% of the total 

painting and works on paper volume (=34300). In terms of the total hammer, $57,393,370 

resulted from avant-garde artworks in painting and works on paper medium, 

accounting for 16.7% of the total hammer of the same category, which is $345,643,907. 

4.3 Supplier Surplus and Willingness to Pay 

The auction market, unlike the retail market with goods labeled with a usually 

undisputable price for which a consumer’s valuation of a good is hidden, encourages the 

strategy for market players to reveal their valuations on an item. Therefore, the auction 

market provides a transparent platform to quantify and understand the determinants of 

supplier surplus. The consumer theory notion of the amount the consumer would pay 

(or would need to be paid) to be just as well off after the price change as she was before 

the price change, is no different from the auction theory notion that measures the 

winning bidder’s surplus as how much could the price have gone up without changing 

the current allocation.7 

                                                      

7 [1] Ravi Bapna, Wolfgang Jank, and Galit Shmueli, “Consumer Surplus in Online Auctions,” 
Information Systems Research 19, no. 4 (July 31, 2008): 400–416, https://doi.org/10.1287/isre.1080.0173, p2. The 
term “consumer surplus” and “bidder’s surplus” are used interchangeably. 
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Hence, we define the supplier surplus for a specific market as the cumulative 

sum of the difference in Hammer Price and High Estimate for each sold item. The equation 

is written as the following: 

 

One major rationale behind utilizing this variable is based on the study 

conducted by Orley Ashenfelter and Kathryn Graddy’s conclusion that auctioneers’ 

predicting prices are in most of the circumstances genuine and unbiased.8 Therefore in 

our research, we consider the High Estimate as a reliable parameter revealing the actual 

value of an artwork. Therefore, the higher the difference, the more value added to an 

item, which implies a higher willingness to pay for this item by a consumer. Similarly, 

the higher accumulative price gap for a market is, the higher the supplier surplus is for 

the selected market. 

Besides the rationales mentioned above, it is also necessary to take into 

consideration of the total volume of each market in avoidance of inequivalent 

comparison, which reflects one’s willingness to pay for one item. Thus, we specified 

                                                      

8  Orley Ashenfelter and Kathryn Graddy. “Art Auctions”, In A Handbook of Cultural Economics, 
Second Edition, 2nd ed, edited by Ruth Towse (Cheltenham, UK ; Northampton, MA: Edward Elgar, 2011), 
p26. 
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another parameter “Willingness to Pay (WTP),” defined as the average price difference 

on each item in a selected market. The equation is written as the following: 

 

To further complement our hypothesis that the avant-garde is a preferred 

movement in contemporary Japanese art auction market, we would like to investigate 

the willingness to pay (WTP), as well as the accumulative WTP which is mentioned 

above as the supplier surplus. Higher WTP suggests a higher valuation of an item, thus 

indicating a higher preference of the item. 

Figure 42 depicts the trend of WTP along the studied period. The overall market 

(excluding 2008-2010 when we lack as many data points) behaves mildly for general 

WTP, with most of the years negative but close to 0. As for the avant-garde, the WTP the 

WTP for surpassed the remaining market constantly after 2012, suggesting a higher 

valuation and positive market sentiment towards the avant-garde genre after 2012. 
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Figure 42: Willingness to pay (average price gap) trend according to each year 
is shown for both the avant-garde market and the remaining market 

In figure 43, the accumulative WTP which is defined above as the supplier 

surplus for both markets is illustrated. As a result, the supplier surplus is oftentimes 

higher than that of the remaining market. Therefore, avant-garde outperformed the 

remaining market in terms of popularity and valuation of items. 
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Figure 43: Cumulative price gap, namely the supplier surplus, trend for both 
the avant-garde market and the remaining market 

4.4 Comparison to Nihonga 

To further apply the variable of supplier surplus and WTP, we would like to test 

this idea on another major art historical movement named nihonga. It aims to reveal the 

new introduced variable’s behavior under different art movement categories, evaluating 

its ability to verify whether an art movement is popular or not. 

Nihonga, literally “Japanese (or Japan’s) pictures,” is a system of painting that 

makes use of ground mineral pigments suspended in an animal-glue binder. It is an 

indigenous East Asian painting system in contrast to Yōga (literally “western pictures”), 

which is generally elaborated as oil paintings.9 

                                                      

9 John Donald Szostak, Painting Circles : Tsuchida Bakusen and Nihonga Collectives in Early 20th-
Century Japan (Leiden: Brill, 2013), p2. 
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To construct the list of nihonga artists, we consulted 4 main sources to construct 

our nihonga artists list: first, the exhibition catalogue Nihonga no kyosho sanzan ten (アア

画アアアアアア ) 10 published by Toyama Kenritsu Kindai Bijutsukan (Gallery of Modern 

Art of the Toyama Prefecture) which highlighted the masters of nihonga artists and their 

styles; then we expand our artists selection according to the book Painting circles: 

Tsuchida Bakusen and Nihonga collectives in early 20th-century Japan by John D. Szostak 

which provided insights on different groups of nihonga artists;11 third, we consulted the 

book Yoga to nihonga: Kindai no bijutsu II (Western Paintings to Japanese Paintings: 

Modern Art) to be inclusive on our artists selection;12 finally, we have used google to 

verify our selection of artists. 

Table 10 shows basic information on nihonga. 3032 artworks by 30 artists are 

included as subjects of study. The total volume sold is 2143, resulting in a bought-in rate 

of 29%. The total turnover is $36,907,437 which accounts for 8.1% of the total turnover. 

Comparing with the avant-garde’s results, nihonga’s showed significantly lower total 

hammer occupation of the overall market, despite more artists and higher volume taken 

                                                      

10 Higashiyama, Kaii, Yasushi Sugiyama, Tatsuo Takayama, and Toyama Kenritsu Kindai 
Bijutsukan. Higashiyama Kaii, Sugiyama Yasushi, Takayama Tatsuo : Nihonga No Kyoshō Sanzan Ten. 
Toyama-ken: Toyama Kenritsu Kindai Bijutsukan : Kita Nihon Shinbunsha, 2011. 

11 John Donald Szostak, Painting Circles: Tsuchida Bakusen and Nihonga Collectives in Early 20th-
Century Japan (Leiden: Brill, 2013). 

12 Tetsurō Kagesato, Shūji Takashina, and Hideo Tanaka, Yōga to Nihonga: Kindai No Bijutsu II 
(Tōkyō: Kōdansha, 1992). 
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into consideration. Also, the bought-in rate almost doubles avant-garde’s. Therefore, it is 

plausible to assume that nihonga is not an art movement as preferred as the avant-garde. 

Table 10: List of nihonga artists, total volume with a breakdown into sold and 
unsold, and bought-in rate for each of the artist and total 

 

 

 With this assumption, we examined the WTP (lower) and supplier 

surplus (upper) as we did for the avant-garde movement study. As expected, the overall 
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supplier surplus (upper graph) is significantly lower than what the avant-garde has 

achieved, especially for the year after 2012. Also, the WTP for nihonga has barely 

surpassed that of the remaining market in 2013 and 2016 (excluding 2008 when we do 

not have enough data points for). Consequently, from the perspective of supplier 

surplus and WTP, nihonga, although a highly appreciated historical art movement by 

museums and major exhibitions, was not valued as much as the Japanese avant-garde 

movement. 

 

Figure 44: Cumulative PriceGap, namely the supplier surplus, the trend for 
both the nihonga market and the remaining market (upper); willingness to pay 

(average PriceGap), WTP trend according to each year is shown for both the nihonga 
market and the remaining market 
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Except for the two major Japanese art movements mentioned above, another 

intriguing tendency spotted in preference analysis is that items with conspicuous 

western modern movements legacy (i.e. impressionism, post-impressionism, 

expressionism, etc.) are highly valued. Such valuation is reflected in two layers: first, 

artworks (paintings in particular) by modern artists (mostly French) are sold at high 

hammer price. This trend can be perceived from the list of top 100 unfiltered median 

artists (see Appendix B: Full list of top 100 artists by median hammer price, unfiltered). 

The second layer is that artworks by artists sold in high volume displayed the tendency 

of assimilating western masters, (Appendix G: Top 10 artists by volume and sample 

works) such as Tsutomi Fuiji and Hiroki Oda, who ranked in top 10 of highest volume 

sold. These western-style artworks by domestic artists carry a much lower price point 

than those by authentic western artists. These two folds will be of particular interest in 

future research in Japanese collector’s preference analysis in the western movements. 
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5. Case Study on Artist: Foujita Tsuguharu 
 Foujita Tsuguharu (1886-1968) was a pioneering figure among expatriate 

Japanese artists, also credited with being the "first Japanese artist to free that country's 

art of its legendary and classic image."13 Born and trained in Japan, Foujita spent most of 

his art career in Paris, where he was associated with revolutionary artists including 

Pablo Picasso, Georges Braque, and Amedeo Modigliani, as well as major art 

movements that shaped the modern and contemporary art scene. He made his debut 

exhibition in Paris in 1917, then gradually established his distinctive artistic style and 

achieved prominence in the 1920s as one of the émigré artists of the École de Paris.14 

During World War II, Foujita spent nine years in his home country Japan where he 

produced documentary war paintings. Once the war was over, Foujita returned to Paris 

where he served as President of the Association of Japanese Artists, continuing to be an 

active figure in the European art scene. 

                                                      

13 “Tsuguharu Foujita Biography,” accessed March 5, 2019, 
http://www.dropbears.com/a/art/biography/Tsuguharu_Foujita.html. 
14 henshū Tōkyō-to Bijutsukan [and 3 others] ; shippitsu Takashina Shūji (bijutsushika/bijutsu hyōronka) [and 19 
others, Foujita : A Retrospective Commemorating the 50th Anniversary of His Death = 没後 50 年藤田嗣治展 / 
Foujita : A Retrospective Commemorating the 50th Anniversary of His Death = Botsugo 50-Nen Fujita 
Tsuguharu Ten (Tōkyō-to Chūō-ku : Asahi Shinbunsha, 2018. 東京都中央区 : 朝日新聞社, 2018., 2018), 
https://find.library.duke.edu/catalog/DUKE008699966. 
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Such a multi-national background of Foujita serves as a great subject as a nexus 

for international art market and Japanese domestic art market and habilitates his 

artworks’ liquidity in a global range. In this section, I have generated a new dataset 

which encompasses the international auction records of Foujita Tsuguharu in a period 

from 1982 to 2018, with each entry linked with a digital image of the artwork. As this 

example demonstrates, a new kind of “provenance” then can be generated with digital 

images as the sorting mechanism, instead of textual content. 

5.1 Travelling Trans-continentally: Repetitive-Sale Study via 
Images 

Table 11: Datasets and features 

Dataset FoujitaData FoujitaOils 
Coverage Japan International 

including Japan 
Media all kinds Oil paintings 
Period 2008-2017 1982-2018 
n= 391 503 
Bought-in 98 (25.6%) 104 (20.68%) 

 

Provenance research has always been important for the art market. It is crucial in 

making buying decisions for collectors, as well for the dealers. Sales information is vital 

while researching into a work’s provenance. The moment when a work of art changes 

hands is sometimes the only point at which it becomes visible for the others, enabling 
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provenance-tracking.15 Dealers and buyers rely on sale catalogs with information on the 

owners, locations of artworks and the conditions. Among these, auction sales catalogs 

often include title, date of sale and dimension of the work, corresponding to which the 

auction sales records add more information such as the price information. 

Traditionally, these entries have been stored textually. There has not been much 

consistency in almost every aspect of provenance data storage: distinctive formatting 

fashions by each institution, measurements, and languages across different countries, 

human errors, etc. A textual entry on its own bears the risk of generating misleading 

information and inevitably losing data. Today, online auction records databases have 

made vast improvements on managing sales records via digitization: not only recording 

with greater precision, but almost every time provide the sales entry full-color 

photographs of most of the artworks sold.  

“A picture is worth a thousand words,” and this is really an understatement 

when it comes to researching artworks.16 A picture of an artwork will clarify the textual 

in consistency and allows the accessor (a collector, dealer, or researcher) in the 

comparison in the subject matter, style or signature. By accessing the digital image 

which can be considered as an undisputable visual reference of the artwork, a viewer is 
                                                      

15 Lauren Lessing, “Problems in Provenance Research,” Art Documentation: Journal of the Art Libraries Society of 
North America 19, no. 2 (2000): 49–51, p49. 
16 Rebecca Barham and Aimee Graham, “What Is It Worth? A Guide to Art Valuation and Market Resources,” 
Reference & User Services Quarterly 54, no. 4 (2015): 21–25. 
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provided art valuation resources and a simplified the research process to inquire about 

the art value.  

However, picture-accompanied records do not eliminate the limitations of 

textural records. The subject matter of this section, the artist Foujita Tsuguharu, is also 

referenced with another spelling of his last name written as “Fujita,” and has another 

French name Léonard. Different combinations of these names have created a 

disarranged online digital auction record. Similar confusions happen with Foujita’s 

artwork titles and dimension converting. Such glitches almost inevitably result in loss of 

information when relying on the textual information while researching into topics such 

as repetitive sales. 

In this section, to avoid the abovementioned textual limitations, I consider 

pictures not just as a passive “feature,” or as a supplemental verification tool to existing 

textually-stored information, but as an initiative element for a research process. 

 

One work could be sold several times at different auctions, making up to 

different traces of repetitive sales. When an artwork is put up for auction and a collector 

buys, since the sales price is known to the public, the next buyer at auction would 

possess high sensitivity towards the closing price. Therefore, tracing repetitive sales 

generates a provenance with an indication of art market sentiment. 
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As mentioned above, accompaning digital images ensure precision in the 

provenancee creation process. The main idea for this alternate organizational system is 

to group all repetitive digital images, with each image embedded with metadata stating 

all features such as the auction date, auction house, dimensions, title, and signature. 

However, technical limitations limit the scale of this demonstration study: there is no 

digital tool that could function to produce CBIR (content-based image retravel) precisely, 

that is, a grouping of repetitive images in an image pool where pixels or saturation 

settings might vary for each image. Therefore, for this example the image grouping 

process could only be accomplished manually. I will analyze the oil paintings (n=503) 

solely since the amount of data points is manageable manually. 

Table 12: Basic information on dataset FoujitaOils 

Total 503 
Buy-in 104 (20.68%) 
Recorded with the auction house 326 
Identified with (at least) one other repetitive 
sales record 

114 

Repetitive sales group 41 
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Figure 45: Manual Image Grouping Interface 

I used Tropy as the sorting storage for image database (Figure 45). Identical 

images recognized will be grouped together and labeled. After grouping all repetitive 

images, there are 41 groups of repetitive sales identified, adding up to a total of 114 

works. Then I correspond each auction house with its located city with coordinates so 

that a location pinpoint could be generated on Tableau. Figure 46 demonstrates the 

internal traveling path for each repetitive sales group with elimination of data points 

with incomplete auction house information, as well as 6 pairs happened at Mainichi 

Auction House of Tokyo, Japan. Noteworthy is that being plotted on the map does not 

necessarily indicate a sale, but also includes auctions where the paintings remained 

unsold. Figure 46 excludes 6 pairs of repetitive sales happened domestically in Japan: 6 
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of 12 works were recorded as unsold; the median price is $89,200, and the highest 

hammer price is $209,300; the 6 pairs are all auctioned off by Mainichi Auction House. 

 

Figure 46: International travel paths of identified repetitive sales 

In Figure 46, we notice that almost all traveling happens trans-continentally, 

among Europe, Asia, and North America. Europe is where most of Foujita’s creation 

happened. Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that the traveling process started in 

Europe flowed to other continents. To verify and clarify this pattern, I manually marked 
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the traveling direction for each group of artworks according to the time sequence 

(Figure 46). 

 

Figure 47: International travel paths of identified repetitive sales with arrows 
indicating travel directions according to the auction date 

 

Foujita’s relationship with the Japanese art world is and has been complex. 

Although he was worshipped by critics and art lovers in Europe back in the 1920s, 

Foujita was publicly denounced and shamed in Japan on account of his war paintings 
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for their propaganda content and influence. Therefore, it is curious to see how Foujita’s 

artwork has been recently, almost 90% of the cases, “contra-flow” back to the market in 

Japan where he was once besmirched and dishonored. Foujita’s reputation has been 

gradually shifting, with evolving reclamation by Japan: as time goes on and the wartime 

era becomes increasingly distant, the perception of Foujita’s role as a maker of militarist 

propaganda, which is how Foujita’s critics see the war art, has greatly diminished.17 

The gradual changing of public sentiments towards a war artist needs further 

discussion. Increasing exposure of Foujita in domestic Japan such as national 

retrospective exhibition positively reinforced of Foujita’s character to the society, which 

contributed to this renewed interest in the Asian market. In 2006, the exhibition 

“Tsugouharu Foujita: 120th Anniversary of His Birth” was held in major national 

museums in Japan, laying the potential groundwork for public reconciliation with him 

and his art. In 2009, his wife Kimiyo Foujita, who also bequeathed the copyrights of 

Foujita Tsuguharu’s work, has passed away, followed by several sales and appearances 

of multiple oils on the market, boosting the total sales of Foujita’s works on the auction 

market (Figure 47). 

                                                      

17 17 McDonald Aya (Professor of Art History, University of Nevada Las Vegas), discussion with the 
professor. March 2019. 
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This intriguing of reawakening national interest towards Foujita manifested via 

trans-continental travelling corresponds with Olav Velthuis’s findings published in 

Globalization of Markets for Contemporary Art in which he discusses that the 

“globalization” of the art market has actually strengthened local ties, and therefore 

results in localization.18 The two cities he uses as an example, Amsterdam and Berlin, 

both exemplify the phenomenon we have discovered in the Japanese art auction market: 

representation of local artists. 

 

 

Figure 48: Line charts for both the total hammer price and number of records 
of Foujita Tsuguharu’s oil paintings in a global range 

One other important factor affecting the market performance, even influencing 

and shaping public sentiment towards the artist is the “steroid injection” of top 

                                                      

18 Velthuis, “Globalization of Markets for Contemporary Art.” 
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international houses such as the Sotheby’s and Christie’s. It was widely considered in 

the auction business circle that Sotheby’s business development movement in Japan had 

boosted international attention on Japanese art and artists greatly. Thus, Foujita was 

rehabilitated on the Japanese art scene and promoted by these prestigious international 

houses, as a historically renowned artistic figure. 

5.2 Limitations 

Several limitations of this section are worth mentioning while evaluating the 

results: 

First, I used AskArt (www.askart.com/AskART/index.aspx) as the only database 

source in this research. As the digital auction recording system improves, the data 

grasped would be increasingly extensive and comprehensive. On one hand, increasing 

number of auction houses joined to digitize their auction records; on the other hand, 

databases are being improved to scrap auction records more comprehensively and 

inclusively, as well as epitomized on taxonomies.  

Second, there might be human errors when grouping images manually.  

Third, this research did not consider the time value of money such as the 

inflation rate and currency values adjustment, especially when dealing with the 

FoujitaOils dataset in which auction records date back to 1982 when money was valued 

at a different rate. The reason is thatwe did not conduct much financial analysis in this 
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project. However, such time value should be specifically addressed when conducting 

price analysis such as financial returns or regressions.  

Forth, the database was not able to reflect any information on the collector’s side. 

In this section, I assumed that different auction houses are targeting different market 

geographically with mostly local collectors. However, some cross-border collectors 

collect from one country but are actually from another. As a matter of fact, Japanese 

domestic auction houses such as Mallet Japan and Shinwa do attract international 

collectors because of their lesser competitiveness and relatively low price. 

5.3 Conclusion 

In 2018, on the 50th anniversary of Foujita’s death, a grand retrospective 

exhibition was held with the cooperation of art museums in Japan, U.S.A., France, and 

throughout Europe: “Foujita: A Retrospective ― Commemorating the 50th Anniversary 

of his Death.” This exhibition selected representative artworks from each stage of 

Foujita’s artistic practice, revealing the art’s essence while also introducing fresh 

perspectives. This collaborative exhibition was well-received by an international crowd 

marked Foujita’s global recognition. Foujita’s combined adoption of western techniques 

and expression of the Japanese aesthetic spirit empowered his artwork with a long-

lasting and pervasive reputation. 
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As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, Foujita, with his multi-national 

background, serves as a representative of the global market. Foujita is a special case but 

never unique. Artists with background representing mingling of different cultures will 

only increase in number in the future. The methodology of grouping digital images as 

clusters of repetitive sales, and then mapping the artworks geographic flows visually, 

represent a new way of initiating “provenance” overcomes certain limitation of textual 

content in a global setting, and eliminating confusion and inconsistency in text records. 

With exhaustive data records, mapping out the travel paths can also serve as liquidity 

mapping, serving as an indicator of the art market sentiment. 
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6. Overall Conclusion 
In summary, we were able to picture the overall performance of the Japanese art 

market through various forms of visualization and analysis. We have identified both the 

high availability and consumption on artworks by Japanese artists, which suggests that 

Japan is a highly domestic-centric market. We have also demonstrated that modern and 

contemporary artworks are valued. 

Then, by analyzing separately each auction house, conducting tier studies and 

reviewing items’ sold prices, we identified the existence of segmentation of specialties of 

each auction house: Mainichi auction house which focuses on the low-end market with 

61% of the total hammer resulted from tier 1 and tier 2, whereas Shinwa focuses on the 

high-end side with 94% of the total hammer came from artworks sold in tier 3 and tier 4. 

At last, our hypothesis that the Japanese avant-garde is a preferred genre in 

Japanese contemporary art market is validated by market evidence. Japanese avant-

garde genre is a significant player in the overall Japanese art auction market, reflected 

mostly in its high share (almost 20%) of the overall market in terms of total turnover by 

a small group of artists of 29 (including collaborations). This research also shows that the 

preferred genre does not necessarily imply relative market and price stability. The 

avant-garde retains a similar level of fluctuation with the remaining market. 
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To complete my “reverse pyramid” research structure, after surveying the art 

market more broadly I dived into case studies on art movements and artists analysis. By 

introducing the new variable “PriceGap,” which is based on the understanding that 

estimate prices are a genuine and accurate evaluation of artworks, as well as the fact that 

auction reveals bidders’ true valuation of an item, I was able to derive definitions of the 

WTP and supplier surplus from existing variables. This approach provides an 

alternative to investigate the consumers’ side of the Japanese art auction market without 

collecting any collector’s information. Furthermore, when combined with future 

supplier surplus study for the art auction market, we could evaluate the overall 

economic welfare for the contemporary Japanese art market. Finally, in the individual 

artist’s analysis section, I was able to prove the existence of a global market for the 

Foujita Tsuguharu by mapping out his artworks’ trans-continentally traveling path, also 

introducing a new methodology of creating “provenance” by using digital images to 

overcome certain limitations of relying upon textual content in a global setting. 

For future study, I would like to continue strengthening the results by 

conducting regression analysis on prices, PriceGap, and the hammer prices, as well as 

applying hedonic regression model on determining weights of different features of an 
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artwork and the overall market financial return19. However, as they are mutually 

dependent variables of each other, we will have to derive a method to convert the 

estimate prices and PriceGap as instrumental variables to determine a causal or 

correlated relationship. Nonetheless, this study has begun to show the how the 

secondary art market of Japan functions, introducing parameters in art auction market 

analysis, laying the foundation for future work such as, financial return analysis on 

overall market, art movement and individual artist, in the field.” 

 

                                                      

19 See the model demonstrated in Luc Renneboog and Christophe Spaenjers, “Buying Beauty: On Prices and 
Returns in the Art Market,” Management Science 59, no. 1 (2013): 36–53. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Data Codebook_JapanAuctionData 

File name JapanAuctionData.xlsx   

Description Artwork sold on auctions held by 6 
Japanese auction houses, 2008-2017 

  

Geographical 
location 

Japan   

Period 2008-2017   

Data selection 
method 

All sales from the 6 auction houses of 
contemporary Japan 

  

 
    

Variable name Variable description 
Variable 
type 

Artist* Name of artist text 

First Name* First name of artist text 

Last Name* Second name of artist text 

Auction Start Date 
Date the Auction started 

Date 

Auction End 
Date* 

Date the Auction ended 
Date 
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Auction House Name of the auction house Text 

Auction Fee* 
Whether the hammer price includes auction 
fees (1) or not (0) dummy 

Hammer 
Price_USD Hammer Price in USD: price paid for work numerical 

sold_dummy whether the item is sold (1) or not (0) dummy 

Hammer 
Price_JPY Hammer Price in JPY numerical 

Hammer 
Price_HKD* Hammer Price in HKD numerical 

Hammer 
Price_SGD* Hammer Price in SGD numerical 

High 
Estimate_USD* 

High Estimate in USD: bottom of estimation 
range numerical 

High 
Estimate_JPY* High Estimate in JPY numerical 

High 
Estimate_HKD* High Estimate in HKD numerical 

High 
Estimate_SGD* High Estimate in SGD numerical 

Low 
Estimate_USD* 

Low Estimate in USD: top of estimation 
range numerical 
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Low 
Estimate_JPY* Low Estimate in JPY numerical 

Low 
Estimate_HKD* Low Estimate in HKD numerical 

Low 
Estimate_SGD* Low Estimate in SGD numerical 

Medium* Form of the work text 

Medium_Clean* Mediums cleaned to 8 major categories text 

Created* When the work was made Date 

Height_inch* Height of work in feet numerical 

Width_inch* Width of work in feet numerical 

Length_inch* Length of work in feet numerical 

Height_cm* Height of work in centimeters numerical 

Width_cm* Width of work in centimeters numerical 

Length_cm* Depth of work in centimeters numerical 

Number of 
Records 

number of records, marked as 1 for each 
work numerical 

Signature* Whether and where the work is signed text 
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Auction Lot* Lot order in each auction numerical 

Edition* Edition of the work text 

Foundry* Foundry of the work created text 

Title* Name of work text 

Index Numerical order of each work numerical 

Nihonga 
Whether the artist is a Nihonga artist (1) or 
not (0) dummy 

avant-garde 
Whether the artist is an avant-garde artist (1) 
or not (0) dummy 

woodblock 
Whether the artist is a woodblock artist (1) or 
not (0) dummy 

Highlighted columns are major variables used in this research paper.  

* indicates that this variable is not available for all data, see Methodology section for 

discussion 
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Appendix B: Full list of top 100 artists by median hammer price, 
unfiltered  
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Appendix C: Top 10 artists by Median and Sample Works 
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Appendix D: Full list of top 100 artists by median hammer price, 
filtered
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Appendix E: Top 10 artists by Median (with filter) and Sample 
Works 
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Appendix F: Full list of top 100 artists by volume (number of 
records) 
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Appendix G: Top 10 artists by volume and sample works 
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Appendix H: Volume of all sold works over time by medium for 
each auction house 
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Appendix I: Price occurrences for all mediums (The Market) 
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